Feedback for Immunology Winter 2016

Please turn in your completed evaluation to Lorie in the Bio office or to the folder outside Debby’s office – if everyone completes the course evaluation by the last day of finals I will add 0.5% to the final exam scores.

Comments for our wonderful TA, Kate! Kate would like to know:
What did Kate do that was most helpful for you to learn, understand, and review the material that we covered in class?

What do you wish Kate would have done differently to help you better learn, understand, and review the material that we covered in class?

Debby would like to know:
What do you feel were the three most important ideas, sets of facts, concepts or skills you learned in this course?

Describe the classroom activities that were effective ways for you to learn: lecture; problems we worked together in class; problem keys; reading the primary literature; small group work analyzing results from primary literature; case studies including flow cytometry and ELISA & celiac disease; clicker questions; research for Wikipedia and/or ACE project; online quizzes.
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The goal of the Wikipedia assignment was to give you practice “effectively communicating scientific information for a public audience” (And it is hard to be more public than Wikipedia!) This assignment required you to read and incorporate findings from the scientific literature, but also to translate what you learned for a more general audience. This was a new assignment; in the past, students wrote a short review article on a topic of their choice. What recommendations would you give a student starting the project in next year’s course? How do you feel about knowing you are a contributor on Wikipedia? Should I keep the assignment or drop it?

Please share the greatest insight you had from working on your community-based ACE project:

What was your favorite topic that we covered this term? If we had had more time, what do you wish we could have talked about?

Other comments:

I've really enjoyed getting to know and work with all of you this term! Hope you have a few minutes to pop in and visit during spring term. Enjoy spring break! 😊